.5pa

Court Reforms
Snagged Again
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Million for SJS

Co-Rec To Spook
College
Budgets
tate
f $69 Million Asked
titbut
State college
1,01/ ludling $69.211.1100.
being reo of %illicit is
Jose State,
Uested by San
proposed by the
ate been
state colleges.
I California
presiThe state col I ege
John T.
pnts, including SJS Pres.
Sacin
week
:quist, met last
to to submit their 1960-61
Business manager E. S.
lison and Accounting Offialso reprer Glen Guttormsen
ted SJS.
The proposed total budget cost
a 26 per cent jump over the
ist to the state this year.
Outtomisen said this does not
mean the budgets will he approved as submitted. They must
first minis, screening by the
Finance Department and Governor before they go to the
Legislature next February.
San Jose State’s proposed budg510,446.000, more than the
state college system was
I. it NIP
s.crsReasons ;or the increased linen’al demands are a 20 per cent
Mary and wage increase and a 29
cent boost in equipment costs.
Enrollment figures are expected
a be well over four times what
hey were 10 years ago, with the
timated total of full time and
t time students reaching 108,60.
Despite the increase In enrollment, the colleges estimate their
Income from fees and services
ant year will jump only about
10 per cent, or an estimated
$10.915,00a. This account for
the many high budget increase
requests.
Alameda
Two state schools
ad Orange Countyare asking
or funds more than 400 per cent
er last year’s requests. Both
alleges 1c...7an .iperation this year.
Other colleges which are re(ranting large budget increases

over this year’s %smiting fund
Include:
San Fernando Valley, up 50 per
cent; Cal Poly at San Dimas, up
34 per cent; Los Angeles State, up
28 per cent; Long Beach State, up
27 per cent; and Sacramento, up
26 per cent.
San Jose State is requesting an
increase of 15 per cent.
If the state colleges get what
they are asking, the cost to the
state will be eight times what it
was just 10 years ago.

A Halloween theme will be
featured at tonight’s Co-Bee icc
the W’omen’s Gym from ’I:30 to
10 p.m.
"Ghosts" and "goblins" will
join with students in ping-pong,
volleyball, badminton, 4 -square
and other games. Recorded music will be played for dancing.
Free refreshmentri will be
sened and there Is no admission
charge.

Cultural Program
Plans Progress
Efforts to form a Cultural Affairs Committee at San
Jose State College are progressing, and a final report on
Student Council and administration action is expected tic \
week, ASH Pres. Rich Hill said yesterday.
Hill said Barbara Jo Duffy, Sophomore Class representative, will report to Student Council today on the joint
meeting of the three agencies working on plans to bring a
greater range of cultural performawes to SJS.
A special committee from Student Council and faculty members
comprising the Concerts and Professional Performances Committee, and officials from the Student Personnel Services office,
headed by Dean of Students Stanley C. Benz, met yesterday to continue their efforts to form a Cultural Affairs Committee.

Ed Rapoport
BIG TREE, SMALL MANThis big Empress tree, long an "adopted" landmark of the Journalism Building, succumbed to the pressures of society Monday when groundsmen chopped down the
tree and carted it away. According to Supervisor of Grounds
Robert Alexander, the tree, technically known as a paulownia tos
mentosa, was diseased and would have fallen if not cut down.
But the journalism and advertising department isn’t so happy.
"We’ve got a move on to put the tree back," declared Dr.
Dwight Bente’, head of the Department of Journalism and Advertising.

’Reformed’
Directory
United Fund Now on Sale
Prof Discusses Opinions
Nears Goal
Of Americans Overseas

,a Jose State faculty and staff
.:.butions to the United Fund
- on campus have almost
. ,lcd the projected $9,700 goal,
’ Norwood, associate proles: -; business. said Monday.
’ Norwood, chairman of the onampus drive, said he hoped the
inal contributions of the month’1 , ’hive would "put us over the
(

1

results .have been very
Me so far," he said. "We’re aim g at 100 per cent participation
1fi.?
the campaign. If we succeed,
v will undoubtedly set a record
which the entire college corn unity can be proud."

’Students Win
Pen Contest
1110 Script() Pen Con ilea conducted by the Spartan
1 ’4: Store, Oct. 14 through 23,
claim their prizes at the
,,tore counter before Friday.
First prize, a $10 merchandise
goes to David E. Brown,
Kathy Carr placed second
;I 55 order.
Joyce Yomane and J. W. Thornplaced third and fourth, rePectively, and each win is VU
isarette lighter with an SJS in -

E. LeRoy Schultz,
fifth place:
trn Gaudio, sixth; IL
Belsky, Revnth: Arthur Faul,
eighth; Steve
" Tuyl. ninth; and Jomes R.
IT, tenth,
each won a Scripto
atellite Pen.
Students were eligible to join
contest by purchasing
a
tiolden Satellite Pen orScrip"
any
ither Script()
product at the Spartan Book
Store.
Any Prizes that are not claimed
Friday deadline will be award to alternates,

A re-named Hustler’s Handbook
goes on sale this morning at three
campus locations and the new ti?’
is expected to offend no one
the name "Hustler" did last y,
Gary Coniglio, public relations director, said yesterday.
Spartan Directory, a complete
telephone and address listing of all
San Jose State students, will cost
50 cents and will be available in
the Outer Quad, the Library Quad,
and kri front of the cafeteria from
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today.
Tomorrow, and for the next four
school days, the directory will be
sold from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. in
the same places, Coniglio added.
"Last year’s title offended
6
some people and we thought the
name should be changed to get
rid of any connotations. Not es cry body tin cc pus is a hustler."
The name of the telephone and
address list book has been changed
three times in as many years.
Two years ago, the book was
called Sparta Key.
"We’re using Spartan. Directory
until we can find a name that is
catchy, doesn’t offend anyone, and
will tell just what the tax* is and
what it contains," Coniglio said.
No one yet has come up with a
name that meets these qualifications, he added.

Recreation Post
For SJS Junior

Barbara Kassity, junior recreation major, has been appointed publicity chairman of the student
section of the California Recreation Society.
Miss Kassity’s responsibility will
be to coordinate all publicity for
the student section throughout the
state.
Another of her duties will be to
take charge of campus publicity
for the society’s conference, including the student section of the
conference, to be held In February.

decision at next week’s session.
Justices took issue with Alexander’s suggestion that a defendant in a case be allowed to make
a clarifying statement after entering his plea. The dissenting justices claimed this should be done
outside of court.
Other revisions suggested by
Alexander were:
1. Three attorneys- at - large

’Stampout’
Rally Tonighi
InAuditorium

"Stanford Stampout" is II
theme for tonight’s "Beat St:.
ford" rally to be held in ’Mot.:
Dailey Auditorium at 8.
Headlining the evening’s ent,
tainment will be Frank and Kil:,
the Cuban cha cha boys; Carolv
Mann, blues singer currently a-ppeering in San Francisco: and a
A rough draft of the commit- trampoline act featuring Bob Haytee’s purpose, composition and ward and Ted Bogies.
Chuck Butters, assistant yahl
powers has already been outlined by Hill, Doug Dennis, en- leader, will be Master of coretertainment chairman of the So- monies. Also featured on the pro cial Affairs Committee, and gram are the song girls, yell lead Dean Benz In a report drawn up ers, and the San Jose State Col-’
lege Pep Band.
last week.
All SJS students are invited to
The projected budget for the attend the event and get the
Cultural Affairs Committee’s pres- "Spirit of Sparta" up to its highentations is $5,000, Hill said.
est point of the season.

Cadwallader
To Discuss
’Imagination
- "The Sociological Imagination"
by C. Wright Mills will be the
topic of the book talk today at
12:30 p.m. In Cafeteria Rooms A
and B.
Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, assistant professor of sociology, will review the book which is a criticism
of contemporary sociology.
The author, a professor of
sociology at Columbia University, criticizes present sociological trends which are toward
study of methods of research
Instead of the study of the problems themselves. He claims that
present sociologists have lost
their "sociological imagination."
Dr. Cadwallader came to SJS
in 1957. He. received his Ph.D.:
from the University of Oregon.
Mills has also written "White
Collar: The American Middle
Classes," "The Causes of World
War III." and "The Power’ Elite."

NO. 26

Chief Justice Jerry Alexander’s proposed procedure
revisions hit another snag at
yesterday’s Student Cou rt
meeting, but the legal body
vowed to battle through the
disputed section for a final

or to understand the feelings aid
attitudes of other peoples and to
"go along with them."
is
abroad
-The American
Attempting to show verbal
sometimes b e a ut ifu I, too "snapshots" of her experiences,
many many times ugly, some- Mrs. Henderson said her trip
to Burma last year under a Fultimes silent and often times bright grant was marred by
loud."
many "ugly" incidents,
By JOANNE OSMAN
News Editor

This was the impression
Associate Professor of English Lois T. Henderson left her
mixed audience of students and
faculty yesterday at 11:30 a.m.
in the Speech and Drama Building
Little Theatre.
"Because of differences in culture and attitude, we are bound
to seem ugly and thoughtless,
usually because we don’t know
any better," Mrs. Henderson related. Asked what can be clone
to change this picture, she said
Americans need to try much hard -

K Vet Forms Duesets
t Ile last

1111)

Er

attending school under the GI
Bill, P.L. 550, to complete
monthly attendance forms in
the ’eterans Office, AdmiOS.
Late forms could mean late subsistence checks, Miss Mary Simons, veterans counselor, warned.

Spartan Y Invites
Student Travelers
Students who have visited foreign countries or are interested in
promoting international relations
have been invited to a planning
meeting of the Spartan Y at 3:45
p.m. today.
The November Y program on
"World Relatedness" will be
planned at the meeting at the V.
205 S. Ninth St.

"The American businessman is
not at his best abroad," she dedared.dared. She said she found businessmen loud and trying to use
high pressure salesmanship with
native shop owners, "but I didn’t
see many contracts being signed,"
she added.
"Our entertainers haven’t been
too successful in sharing our culture with other countries," she admilted, citing an instance where
an Air Force band replaced concert numbers with rock and roll
which she found "degrading and
ludicrous."
Americans
"I’nfortunately,
try tie have everything on the
blsgc%t scale which stwnta to be
the Amerhan way but which
does much to hinder oor foreign relations," she said.
Mrs. Henderson, who taught at
the University of Mandalay last
year, said 80 per cent of her students were alleged to be Communists and that much of the antiAmerican propaganda is planned
by the Communist supporters
there.
She surmised that some parts
of Burma are not Buddhist believers but that there were many Roman Catholic, Baptist and Seventh Day Adventist missions there.
"They go into villages to vaccinate against small pox and to teach
how to bathe babies. This is the
kind of American stamina and
good will which might produce the
results we hope for," she declared.

will be appointed by a majority
of the justices for a term of one
year;
2. The court will appoint one
atturney-at-large to each defendant to advise him on his
legal rights;
if. A defendant may choose
anyone on campus to represent
hint in court as attorney;
4. Conipla.ints should be filed
directly with the prosavuttir or
an attoniey -at-large Instead of
with the court itself;
5. Plaintiffs should be summoned to court by the prosecutor. defendants by an attorneyat -large.
None of these proposals were
acted upon by the court, but Alexander warned the justices that
other pressing duties of the court
will make it necessary to finish
the revision.; by next week.
In other action the court apoointed Marvin Frankel, senior
nale justice, financial co-ordinator
/e the court.

Homecoming

ueen Show
Tomorrow
homecoming Queen
will be selected tomorrow at 8
p.m. at a fashion show in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
The 10 queen candidates will
be presented modeling campus and
formal fashions. Male students are
invited to attend, Sallie Hernandez, queen chairman, announced.
Five finalists will be announced
the judging and the queen
will be named Friday night at the
Coronation Ball.
Entertainment for the show will
feature the Wayfare
a folk sinvnr7rs,
i
c"-nbn

Top Spartan Seniors Vie
For Fulbright Scholarship Lunik III Pics
’No Benefit,’
Two senior women have
been selected to participate
in the state competition of
Prof Says
the n a tional Fulbright

Her cumulative grade point as erage is 31 with a 4.00 in her
major.
The Fulbright Award incli,
tuition, transportation and pa!,
maintenance abroad for a year
Awards.
The picture-, of the other
Requirements for the Fulbright
Appointed to compete di- Award are that the candidate be side of the moon sent back
rectly in the nationals are a U.S. citizen, hold a bachelor’s to earth by the Russians’ Lutwo senior men students.
degree by 1960, have knowledge of nik Ill have not really given
The women selected are Norine the language of the host country.
us any new information. Dr.
Nordheim, a fine arts major, mi- be In good health and have a good
Wayne E. Kartchner. head of
noring in music, and Idelle Roll, a academic record.
the Physical Science DepartFrench major.
ment, said yesterday.
Rod Norton, senior French
I "I question very much the Immajor seeking general secondary
portance of a photograph," he
credentials, has selected France
-aid. "I fail to see where any of
as the country of his studies if
this has any material benefit to
he is selected. Italy has been
us."
chosen by Joseph D. Gallo, gradSenior Class membeis have been
It has been known that the
uate English major, now seeking
invited to attend the Alumni -dance moon has no atmosphere and an
an M.A. degree. Only two stufollowing the Homecoming game extreme range of temperature, he
dents from each school may be
with the Wyoming Cowpokes, said
entered in state competition.
Kenneth J. Roed, field director , So far no new information on
Miss Nordheim wrote her statefor the Alumni Association, an- these subjects has been released
ment of put pose of study on Icenounced Monday.
by the Russians, and the other
landic Folklore. If selected, she
Two tickets per senior are avail- side of the moon isn’t much difwill study in Iceland. She has a
3.99 cumulative grade Point aver- able at the Alumni Office, Mr. ferent from the side we see. acRoed said. The dance will be in cm -ding to the moon rocket’s
age and a 4.00 in her major.
Miss Roll hopes to study exis- the Empire Room of the Sainte photographs.
Lunik III’s camera took the plctentialism in French literature and Claire Hotel with Don Chan and
tures on Oct. T. the Russians said,
the theatre. She said she hopes his band providing dance music.
Attire for the dance will be when it was about 37.000 miles
to be able to later communicate
her theories through her job as informal. About 700 alumni and above the moon’s surface. The
transmitted
seniors attended the dance last : hPahcoktogtorapehasrth
a teacher,
wsse7hen
She plans to study in France. year, Roes! said,
was at a distance of 29.000 miles
from our globe.
The pictures showed a more
monotonous surface on the back
of the moon, with fewer moun.
- - -COURT GIVES STEELWORKERS SIN MORE DAYS
tains and craters.
PM’SBURGH tUP11- The U.S. Third Circuit Court of Appeals
Dr. Kartchner said that "you
yesterday allowed the 105-day steel strike to continue for six more have to give them credit for bedays. United Steelworkers Pres. David J. McDonald promptly chat - ing able to time Lunik so prelenged the industry to "negotiate a fair and mutually agreeable con-icisely that they could predict how
tract." The court upheld a Taft -Hartley back -to-work order against it would circle the moon. There
500,000 striking United Steelworkers but continued a stay of the rul- [ is no question but what the Rusing until Nov. 2 to allow the union to appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court. sians have us outstripped in thiS
The union announced yesterday that Detroit Steel Corp., whose type of missile," he added.
employes had been working under a contract extension, has become
second firm to sign a new agreement in the strike.
RUSSIA, WEST AGREE ON DISARMAMENT PROPOSAL
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (UPI) Russia and the Western
Precious little time
agreed yesterday on a resolution sending Soviet, British and all
proposals" on disarmament to the new 10-nation disarmament comis left you to get
mittee without endorsing any.
famous Standish
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Vasily V. Kuznetsov and U. S
Brogues for just
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge reached final agreement yesterday "
afternoon and circulated the text among other delegations, seeking II
4.88 Every year
the widest possible sponsorship.
these shoes walk
FRANCE SAID ELIGIBLE FOR "NUCLEAR CLUB"
PARIS (I...TitInformed sources said yesterday France had manor 111
away with first
factured an atomic bomb and would stage its long -heralded first test
prize. This year
explosion in the Sahara Desert next March to make the country
let our star
nuclear power. Pres. Charles De Gaulle’s government was understood MI
to have decided to stockpile four weapons before exploding the first
salesman prove how
one that would make France a member of the "nuclear chit," %Of!,
good they are ...
the United States. Russia and Britain.
U.S. TO DISPUTE CUBAN AGRESSION CLAIMS
lust come into R/A
WASHINGTON (UPI t- -The State Department is expected today
and ask for
to dispute Cuban Premier Fidel Castro’s charges that the United State,
Max Standish.
Is permitting its territory to be used as a base for "aggression" against MI
Cuba, State Department Press Officer Lincoln White said official,
were "carefully studying the implications to U.S.-Cuban relations ot
V ROOS
recent developments in Cuba."

Alumni Invites
Seniors to Dance

world wire
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Traffic Deaths: Four
Traffic toll this semester: three students
and one campus employee.
This isn’t even unusual. Several students are killed in automobile accidents
every semester.
Traffic deaths have become old hat. If
40,000 Americans died in an epidemic in
one year, there would be panic. But this is
the number that died in traffic accidents

in the country last year and most people
don’t worry about it.
"Those things happen to someone else,
not me." Sounds familiar.
We heard a comforting comment last
week on the subject: "Traffic deaths are so
common that it would be news if no students were killed during the semester."
That’s nice. Which of us is next?

Much Spirit Tonight
The entertainment-packed football rally
set for tonight sounds like a real winner.
Sportswriters are saying our chances for
beating Stanford this year are the best
they’ve been since 1954 when we beat them

19-14.
If that doesn’t ignite a little school
spirit, the yells. songs. song girls and collegiate skits u dl for sure.
Morris Daily Auditorium. 8 o’clock.

Mtik

Speech Classes
To Present New
Musical Readings
An experimental oral interpretation hour, combining staged
readings with musical accompaniment background will be presented
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in a Studio
Hour program in the Studio Theater by members of three speech
classes.
Readings to be presented will
Include a poem by Edgar Allen
Poe, "Alone," with a flute and
piano background; "The Blessed
Damozel," a lyric poem by Dante
Gabriel Rossetti with a chorus of
speakers and singers; excerpts
from "Flush of Wimpole Street"
by Virginia Woolfe; a reading
from James Thurber’s "Married
Life"; "The Golden Arm" by Mark
Twain; and a modern version of
James Whitcomb Riley’s "Little
Orphant Annie" with a jazz background played on drums.
Highlight of the program will

e2NY

he Rossetti’s "The Blessed Damozel" with music by Claude Debussy and adaptation of lyrics
by Frank Damrosch. An eight voiced chorus and a two -voice
speaking chorus will interpret
the poem.
Lending variety to the oral
interpretation hour, the one-hour
program will balance seriousness
and humor. Thurber. Twain and
Riley’s work will emphasize humor. and Poe, Miss Woolfe and
Rossetti’s will add the serious.

See Art Sundays
The nes,. are gallery soon may
be open on Sundays from 1 to 5
p.m., according to Warren Faus,
director.
Faus said the new policy would
make it especially convenient to
townspeople and students who
work weekdays.
*

Western Artists

The sesenth annual eichibit of
the Society of Westren Artists
will be held Nov. 7 through Dec. 7
in the Rosicrucian Art Gallery.
A free lecture on the works
will be given Nov. 8 at 3 p.m. in
the gallery by Olive Rogers, presiPhi Mu Alpha, men’s profes- dent of the society.
*
*
sional music fraternity, will hold
a fraternity workshop Sunday at
San Francisco State,
"Ancient Athens," an outstandThomas E. Eagan, associate professor of music, is province gover- ing documentary film, will be I
nor of the Northern California shown tomorrow night at 7:30 in
chaptersSan Jose State College, Concert Hall by the Humanities
San Francisco State College. Fres- Club.
The event is free and open to
no State College, Sacramento
State College, and College of the the public. Memberships, open to
Pacificall of which will be repre- all students, will be available at
sented by members, officers and 50 cents per student for the
semester.
faculty advisers.
Professor Eagan will be chairman of the event, and will speak
Have a
’ Weekly) at a luncheon. The workshop,
(Compiled by Publisi
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., will inFICTION
clude discussion of mutual probPave/ with
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Phi Mu Alpha
Holds Workshop

Free ’Greek’ Film

1 Best Sellers 1

thrust and parry
’Healthful Benefits’
Of Bermuda Wearing
EDITOR: After reading a recent
letter in ’Thrust and Parry," I
was aroused by the fact that a
writer thinks that "Bermuda
shorts and thongs" are an "immature pattern of dress." For
some reason I fail to see any logic
in this line of thinking.
It seems to me that if the day
Is very warm (and we’ve had some
scorchers), it will be the superior
student who will wear "Bermuda
shorts and thongs."
Besides giving the healthful
benefits of a good suntan, he will
know that he has gotten away
from the conventional dress of
"long pants and shoes."
JUDD FULLER
ASH 12407

Stealing from Child
’Stooping Pretty Low’
EiirroR: I uoula like to report
a very unhappy experience that
happened to me Thursday. I am
an upper division student, an English teaching major.
On Thursday it was necessary
for me to bring my youngest child.
who is 7 years old, to classes with
me, as he was not feeling well
He had a wallet with him containign his savings of $1.95, and cards
and pictures which would indicate
to anyone that he was a small
child.
We entered the Spartan rio,k
Stre, and of course had to leas,
books and possessions in the rack
outside.
When we came out, two of ni.
books were gone. One was a cherished old edition of "The Prophet"
and the other was a book I had

il011
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and was a book which Is very hard
to obtain. Also, my son’s wallet
was gone.
Of course it was not wise of
him to leave his wallet with my
books, but I didn’t notice that he
had done so.
I think it is stooping pretty low
to steal money from d child! I also
believe that something should be
done to stop stealing from the
racks.
Supplying paper bags with clips,
I believe, would be a good solution to this problem. Perhaps
someone else could think of a better solution. This method was tried
out at San Jose City College and
it worked.
I sincerely hope that you can do
something to bring this to the
attention of the college.
JUNE E
IOLMAN
ASH 11:[.’ I

ed from the Berkeley
campus
We have a bitter taste

EDITOR: "Wanted: 50 pounds
of raw liver to be delivered to
Theta Xi fraternity, 135 S. 10th."
I am sorry Mr. Adams misinterpreted this when he read it
in the classified section of the
Spartan Daily. He said the Kappa
Sigma at SC wasn’t laughing
when he choked to death on liver.
I doubt if he were, myself, Mr.
Adams. What are you trying to
make us look like?
A Theta Xi was injured at Cal
during their informal initiation a
couple of weeks ago. The San
Francisco Chronicle immediately
printed the story, listing liver as
a probable cause of the injury.
Liver had nothing to do with the
injury, but it sold a lot of papers.
The result? Nothing but tad
feelings. Theta Xi, as a result
of the publicity, has been suspend-

mouths now, so we’ve

stoppei
laughing. Last week
the
ly overblown situation elniota.
could
laughed at as Mauktin

did at
There was humor to lie friendwar
the situation.

You’re right, Mr. Mann,
14
not funny now. It’s a shame,
ROBERT EASTMAN
ASH 8411

Night Crime Up
LOS ANGELES IUPI)
Foui
times as many crimes were
eors.1
milted here at night as during
ti
day last year. More offenses
v,er.
reported on Saturdays and Sua.
clays than on the other days of
the week, and the largest
numbs
of crimes took place in the mainly
of March and January.

SPRING ST. BEAUTY SALON
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Theta Xi Men Have
’Stopped Laughing’

415

ASBURY

If you
want a
Special Dress
for theft
for that
’Special Date
YQU’ II find
it at

CV 7-7786
SAN JOSE
PERMANENTS WITH A ’FLARE’
Specializ7ng in

Tinting and Bleaching
Cod Wave Shampoos
HairculCn,

411,

LiPY

5he gilled Car
SPORTSWEAR
CASUALS DRESSY DRESSES

455 E. William St.

CV 4-7629

Mr. SAL TACCI, mgr. and stylCt
Miss Ortio, Operator

Ample
Parking
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needs good technical and management talent
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Vance Packard.
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William Strunk Jr. and E. B.
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Also lowcost trips to MotIto
5165 up. South Amor,. $699
Howtoo St6rdy Tour 1395 op and
A,ound the World 51595 up.
Ask Your TrovI Age&
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WORLD TRAVEL

321 Geary Street,
San Francisco 2,
Cal. 01 21370
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The data transmitters in the Vanguard satellite were made possible by two
invented and developed in the Bell System: the transistor and the Bell Solar lidtkry.

Come in and find out how far you
can go with the BELL SYSTEM

BRAND NEW
AUTO

POLICY

ENGINEERS

Broadest coverage
in our history...
fastest possible
claim payments
/0 FARMERS
INSURANCE
’ \ GROUP 710,

Pacific Telti)hone
Shelly’s hos the finest
"It’s no secret!
selections of fashions for the Co-ed."

.

SANTA CLARA
AX 6-1470
Jack Taylor
CAMPBELL
ES 7-1704
Bruce Craig
SAN JOSE
CV 5-5223
Grover Swofford

PHYSICAL

SCIENTISTS

From atomic research to engineering cost accounting, there’s
a world of opportunity in the fidd you’re most interested in.
If you prefer, you can choose to enter a management program, or you can develop and use your technical abilities
to the fullest.

Tall Shops
44 E.

San Antonio

Technical and non -technical graduates for engineering and administrative positions on the Pacific
Coast

NOVEMBER 5 and 6, 1959

BUSINESS MAJORS I LIBERAL AP IS
There’s no "getting lost in a big company" if you ent,
Management Development Program. It offers training you
can’t get anywhere else, and a chance to get into rnanaement in a surprisingly short time. We’re growing fast, and
we need executive talent that always comes from "within".

Vvermosisp-79

Technical and non -technical raduates for engineering and administrative positions throurli,
United States,
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Air Show on Tap Saturday

H. BROWN
By GREGORY
meets passpower
Passing
State’s
Jose
San
as
ing power
journeys to
train
football
Saturday
Stanford Stadium
may see
winch
in a pine
of a record for
sort
One
as the locals
passes thrown.
game
attempt to extend their two
sin skein.
beaten by
Stanford, narrowly

207 yards against the best defensive team on the coast in a losing
effort and the Spartans will have
passing defense first and foremost
on their minds Saturday afternoon.
Going into the USC game, Norman was the nation’s offense leader and led by 80 yards over all
other passers in the U.S. The second half of the great passing
combination is Chris Burford, who
snared two Norman aerials for
TD’s last week.

week, proved that
t’SC 30-28 last of up-ending al- ALL-AMERICAN PROSPECT
they are capable
Burford, a prime candieate for
signal-caller
most anyone when itstarget.
All-American honors, was the naon
nick Norman is of 32 passes for tion’s leading pass receiver going
Norman hit 16
into the Trojan game. It was
thought at the start of the season
.ƒ"’
Repair by Stanford Coach Jack Curtic
A &M Auto
that Chris would open the season
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
as a halfback, but his pass catch
Powerglide
Hydramatic
student ratesE San Salvador CY 5-4247

416

LEBANON

ing talents have since convinced
the coach that the big hulky senior was born to his left end position. Be caught 45 passes for 493

MEXICAN
and AMERICAN FOODS
LEBANESE

SHISH-KA-BAS
Call CY 5-9519 for Reservations
to Banquets, Priv. Partisis
Cater
We
Special Rates to Organizations

story. The Spartans made a little is hardly possible."
yards last year, tops on the Pacific
Students have demonstrated
capital on the Oregon game but
Coast and third in the nation. He
these profits have been eaten up that they want no part of having
led the Indians in total playing
and then some by the remainder to dig in their pockets to finance
time with 54(Mis minutes, a mark
their school’s athletic program.
of the schedule.
surpassed by only four other for"We could solve this problem in "Take for instance the Stanford
mer Stanford gridiron competitors.
two ways," Hubbard said. ’’There game this year," Hubbard said. "In
The Indians’ one-two running
hasn’t been a raise in the $7.50 1957, 9000 students attended the
punch consists of fullbacks Skip
student fees since 1945 and the game free. This year because StanFace and Rick McMillen. McMilathletic picture certainly has ford is now charging its students
len was the leading ground gainer
changed since then. The only other for their home games, we have to
for the 1958 edition. Face, a hard
way we can raise money for our charge ours $1 too. The end redriving 176-1b. junior, has been a
athletic program is to get it at sult . . . only 3500 tickets were
pleasant surprise for Coach Curtthe gate and at the present time sold. &IS, therefore, will be repreice and has started ahead of McAr-nr,
with ft -se ,,,f1t,lprit admissions HU,, svn,I.,1 1,’, ’,ills
Millen on a number of occasions.
over 1000 yards between the two our present funds."
of them and could pose an even
WORK CUT OUT
The department’s added approThe Spartan passing secondarie greater threat to the Indians than priation this year is clue mostly to
FAIRGROUNDS
A-1 Auto Insurance
the
threat
the
Tribe
poses
to
the
have its work cut out for the
the rising cost of equipment or cei
FAIRWAYS
Spartans.
fain dire needs of different athWith halfbacks Oneal Cuterry letic departments.
Golf Course
and Mac Burton, both break away
9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT
"For
instance
Be,.
shoes,
an
threats, the chances of the SparSpecial Rates for
paid for by the slate until th,Student rate 50c
tall) aerial game clicking is greatly
Married Students
year, will cost us $900 this year.
enhanced.
Special price on driving range is
said Bud Winter, coach of the v.,.
students.
’CUTTER’ OFFENSE LEADER shy track team. Winter, until till
Sea Jose’s most complete
Cuterry, who bolted into the to- year, has been operating on ,
getting center
Day or Night
tal offense lead for State, has a mere $3500 a year.
10TH 8, TULLY ROAD
A recent survey taken of othei
sweet 5.9 average per cart y on 63
attempts with the pigskin. Cuterry universities and colleges of comhas rolled up 397 yards on the parable size shows that athletic
ground and has caught 19 passes budgets, just on the Item of track
LINEMAN OF THE WEEK
for an additional 319 yards for a alone, average close to $25,000. San
Jose
State,
which
attained
nationtotal.
690
whopping
Tackle Chuck Ennis was selected
al recognition last year for its senAn Interesting thing about CuLineman of the Week by the
sational
cinder
team,
is
operating
terry is his ability to find holes
coaching staff for his excellent
on
perhaps
the
smallest
budget
of
1
even when his forward interferplaying against the Arizona Sunany college in the United States.’
ence crumbles. As shown in pre- "The track
devils.
budget is more in the
he rarely finds
% IMIS games.
category of a junior college," Hubhimself thrown behind the line
Known for Good Food
bard agreed. Track is, however

Pay as you Drive

4.4YtAi
,

1098 E. Santa Clara St.

Open Daily except Tuesday
Adrian Daniel, Managing -Owner

KEROSENE CLUB
365 E. JULIAN
presents

of scrimmage and doesn’t hesitate to circle the entire field to
pick up two or three extra yards.

WAYFARERS
Balladeers Supreme
MONDAY

MIKE CALLAHAN
Singer
TUESDAY

Folk

CASUALS DANCE BAND
WED.-FRI.- SAT.

Luncheons Daily
-ii-swe.

ROLLIN THROUGHSkip Face (42) will be Stanford’s chief running threat in Saturday afternoon’s football contest. Face is shown
Stanford’s on!y w;n of
here eating up yardage against COP
the year, 21-6.

BAKMAS COP Plays

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

BOUQUETS
COPSAGE
10th & Sant, Clara
CY2-04!.

5.6147 SLATE
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Shake Fends with the Devil
Don
Nerthwe’

Murray

ttouried Police

EL RANCHO

"YELLOWSTONE
KELLY"
I

Indian encounter. State’s aerial defenders have a nifty 93.8 passing
average this year for six games.
They haven’t met a team that posAlthough an added -6.
es the air threat that the Tribe
129.15 was granted to the
does, however.
The Spartan defensive air Men’s Athletic Department
corps tend to let down lisle In this year to cover the immethe g
but against Stanford diate needs of the departit will have to he a 60-minute ment, the financial
picture
el fort. Wit Is Norman’s strong
right arm, the Indians are dan- of San Jose State athletics
is a gloomy one.
gerous at all times, especially
"We’re still trying to go big time
via the long pass combination.
on a small time budget," says Bill
The Indians, however, are con- Hubbard, director of men’s athfronted with the same problem. letics. "San Jose State is trying
SJS’s Emmett Lee and Ray Podes- to keep pace with Its athletic opto who have completed passes for ponents, something We can’t do on

Phone CY 3-6116

Continental Restaurant

nLs

Athletic Financial Mirror
RReflects Gloom Future

I Byrnes

PIUS

"CRY TOUGH"
_ ALSO
"CELL BLOCK 2455,
DEATH ROW"

TOWNE
THEATER
4,, tho Alameda

Tqing and Passionate
n, the director

State Today
In Polo Duel

not the only sport that finds its
financial needs wanting. All at,partments are in the same boat
The student body has given tb.
department as much money as it:
financial situation will allow. Hubbard pointed out that many athletic programs are self-supporting

Chuck Ennis

Burton, who has trouble holding
onto the pigskin, has shown in recent games that if opposing tacklers don’t nail him at the line of
scrimmage . . . he’s gone! Burton
is right on Cuterry’s heels in yards hut SJS does not fall under this
per carry with 5.8.
category.
"Almost every home fiii it ti.,
game nets us a financial loss
Hubbard went on. "The students
get in free, something which has
been clone away with at most
schools, and even if we filled the

SAL TC Tie, 7-7
In IFC Grid Thriller

1401 So. FIRST at ALMA

BACK OF THE WEEK
Halfback Oneal Cuttery was once
again selected Back of the Week
by the coaching staff for his excellent running against the Arizona
Sundevils.

in the red."
Last year we made $40,000 on
the road and lost $10,000 at home

Fisk Shoots
3 -Over 74,
Takes Lead

iracas,

Compliments to Chuck Ennis
for his fine playing.

entire stadium we still would be

an, for the e
football game.
rhis season’s picture is the sarrp
lii a
ttri?I’epst)ointjiamndi)TunCniled 7-0.
Leagne
11:1;
Ilie
matching
I
SAE’s
kept
Huger Weiland
Talciii4 a lour win and
record into today’s water po!,. only hsii !Mile featell team-. in the door with a 40 yard s
the San Jose State teat , l licta titilatiti Siglita Iplia mg ias to Pat Pugsley on Ow faces College of the Pacific Tigers ii.psilon battled to a 7-7 ’kid. cond play after the kickoff. ’
the all important conversion 1
at 330.
toil.
Weiland passed successfully sit I
This game is the beginning of ::
three-game home stand fur the lo- , ilie defensive play of the the option play to Fred Walstia,
cals. Tomorrow, Los Angeles State l two clubs stole the limelight in knot the score at 7-7.
pays a visit to the Spartan pool the first half. Only one first (limo The remainder of the game ,
’
and Friday night, the Oakland was regtstered, that by
n’t consumed by the strong delens.-..
t,,iwd 11
mg
Athens Club will splash with the neither team could penetrate the, play of both clubs.
I yesterday, Skip Fisk took an early
other’s 30 y.ard line.
Spartans.
In other games yesterday, ATO lead in the All -College Golf tourEarly in the second half Theta won by forfeit over Sigma Nu. nament with a three-over-par 71
This year’s team has been hot
and cold. They looked tremendous Chi was awarded a first down on Lambda Chi edged Theta Xi 7-0, at Ifillview Golf Course.
in a losing Cause to the San Fran- the SAE five yard lice by virtue phi Sigma Kappa downed DU 11With a front and back nine :17
aryl Fisk topped second place finisher
eisco Olympic Club and looked of a pass interference call. On the 0. DSP walloped PiKA
listless against the California next play Bob Garrett made a div- Sigma Chi and Sigma Phi Epsilial Grant Hornbeak who carded a 75.1
Bears. The team is capable of play - ing catch of a Bud Thompson pass battled to it 6-6 tie.
Chidly enough, Fisk shot only one
for the touchdown. Thompson
ins; a fine brand of water polo.
birdie, that being on hole 17. HornSTANDINtiS
again threaded the needle, this,I TEAM
Won Lost Ted beak copped two birdies.
The coaeh iiWiltV of the fact
4
0
I
Other finishers were Dean BeyTheta Chi
that many of his players arc In3
0
2 er. 94; Allan Mancarti, 101: Bruer,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
experienced, but they play well
4
1
0
Farmer, 97; Roger Schindel., 57.
Alpha TAU Omega
licCandWirt her.
1
0 and Jim Streeter, 85.
4
Delta Sion,. Phi
less, 14110 has done a fine job iii
3
I
I
Some of the other starters were
Sigma Chi
his rookie year, is constant’s
3
2
0 still completing their sounds.
Phi Sigma Kappa
trying to get the team sip for
t
2
The tournament continues today
2
Delta Upsilon
every game.
0 will two flights scheduled:
3
Plans for a bowling tournament Lambda Chi Alpha
2
0
1:00 p.m. Bob Christman, Dot,:
This season, Roger Scaife tops among member houses will he for- Pi Kappa Alpha
2
3
1
4
Flatitt. Jerry Leitz. Fred Meyer.
the parade of scorers with 33 mutated at a meeting of the Wom- Theta Xi
4
goals. He is far ahead of second ien’s Athletic Association Repre- sigma phi Epsitos
O
2:00 p.m. Don Comstock, Mik,
Jackson. Chet P,oherts
place man Mike Rizzo who has 22 sentaliw 110:1111 to he held in the Sigma Na
O
5
__
.,ores. Lonie Christensen has made lounge of the women’s gym at ’71’
19 goals. These three men com- p.m. today.
pose the bulk of the scoring by .,Patilette MacDonald, vice presi-1
the Spartans this season.
dent of WAA, announced that the
DRUG STORE
YOUR DOWNTOWN
There is always at least one re- possibility of a ping-pong tournaWoolworfhs
to
next
will
be
houses
also
between
McCandless’
ment
liable man in Coach
mind. Captain Bill Augenslein under disctission.
_
turns in a whale of a defensive
WE SPECIALIZE IN SAN JOSE STATE
game every outing.
STUDENT NEEDS
With more experience. Mei
Thinner will be a fine goalie.
lacks the fine points of one of II,
Free delivery
your
most difficult positions in t h
game.

Tourney
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REXALL

Oneal Cuttery

ComplimentsCutter

tfioneOrnuenanling

y

Have your Doctor call us for your
prescriptions

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY

for his

UNITED MRLINES
offers its

STEWARDESSES
an opportunity to travel, visit beautiful cities and meet interesting people. If you are attractive and personable, between
20 and 26 years of age, single and between 5’2" and 5.8-,
you many qualify.
Openings available in Winter, Spring end
Summer Classes.

k

Before you bet your life ’
on your brakes
’

sk

AL’S

Three Strange Loves

it

At Bohannon’s featuring Charcoal Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs.

4

LET US CHECK
YOUR BRAKE FLUID

Checks Cashed with A.S.B. Card
All In Color -tin -

he

for

"IMITATION OF LIFE"
Sandra Dee
Lana Turner
electric, moving drama of the struggle of a
girl’s search for human acceptance ...
ALSO ... on the same program

r7r)

SPORTING
GOODS
Drop in arid see
Al ...you find’ll
’most everything
for the spars
minded.

"A PRIVATE AFFAIR"
Sal Mineo

Terry Moore
Gary Crosby
A comedy done in Cinnrn

Jim Backus

Al’s Sporting Goods
79 E. SANTA CLARA

Today’s high-powered automobiles
throw a tremendous load on brake fluid
-eventually *inning it eat and wearing

Full line of cosmetics
Bank Americdrd and First Nat’l
charge
Lay -A -Way your X-mas needs

s /

now.

S&H Green Stamps
FIRST STREET
35 So. First Street

REXALL

SItIVIff, II

DRUG STORE
CY 2-8081

if completely away.
Lot us check your broke fluid If its low, we’ll
add fresh fluid that satisfies he highest
standards of the Society of Automotive Engineers fee
heavy duty applications,
To make sure your brakes stop you WIWI
you owed them, sew us today I
our business

YAGER & SILVA
SHELL SERVICE
98 SO FOURTH STREET
across from Student Union

SHELL
rinsireve

Wednesday. October 2.14, 1f,59

4SPARTAN DADA

New Officers Engmeering Group Job Interviews
In I.R. Club Names Chairmen

,11.111.§..w.

Clinic Gives Aid in Math
!", I II 11 t’ II I , 11/1111.Illi.41

11%

l"

I’

,-SiSts

students who either: I. lack the
th eir i nability to sok e sitnelem e nt ary fundamentals of ma’’’’
e 2.
pie math problem-- nou
with
troublelevel.
having
a elialleesubject at
the college
A self-study review program
about it at the math chine
arranged for students who are takin HO.
ing courses requiring the compfeThe’ clinic is open daily
lion of college level mathematics.
Students having trouble with
courses dealing with less than college-level math are helped in their
area of greatest weakness.
Students may make appointments for conferences from 8:30
cereinitiatiNewman Club
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Monday. Wedmonies will be held at h t,inight nesday and Friday. Tuesday and
at Saint Patrick’s Church. Ninth Thursday appointments are from
and Santa Clara Sts.
8:30 a.m. until 12 noon.
New members will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.m. The initiation
climaxes a month -long membership drive for the campus Catholic
organization.
A reception is scheduled after
A [aeon otentiier sil the Inpartthe initiation.
merit of Nursing is in Seattle,
Wash., this week with a committee to decide if the nursing program of the University of Seattle
BEST GAS PRICES
should be accredited.
IN SAN JOSE
Miss Carol Keefe, assistant proAT
fessor of nursing, is a member
SECOND & WILLIAM
of a National League for Nursing
committee studying the public
health nursing program at the
The meeting began
University.
"Personality"
a
with
Pizza
yesterday and continues until FriPIZZA
OF
HOUSE
day.
CY 7.9909
395 Almaden Ave.
Miss Grace E. M. Staple, head of
the department, attended a fall
meeting of the Western Council
on Higher Education for Nurses
BURBANK
at Portland, Oie,zon. Thursday and
Friday.

Industrial Relations Club elected new officers Thursday, unanimously accepted a governing constitution, and appointed two committee chairmen.
Elected officers are: Larry Segesman, president; Carl N. Mortensen, vice president; Aildrey
Hunter, secretary; Bob Kimball,
treasurer; and William Kendall,
Parliamentarian.
Thornton Bunch and Chuck
Dunbar were appointed chairmen
of Educational and Social committees.
President Segesman said students interested in business and
industrial relations are invited to
become members. Many interesting events are now being planned,
he promised.

Club To Initiate
Members Tonight

SJS Profs Go
To Nurse Meets

Sahara Oil Co.

MODELING

CY 7-7J60

SCHOOL
572 Halsey Ave.

Student Special $99.00

C P &

SERVICE STATION

Dairy Council
Speaker Tonight
Hayes, of the National Dairy Council, will be the
guest speaker at a meeting of the
San Jose-Peninsula Dietetic Assn.
;n the Cafeteria at 8 this evening.
Coffee will be served in the half
hour preceeding the meeting.
Mrs. Flora Burnham, SJS Cafeteria dietician, will serve as hostess for the evening.

Heart Talks Start Mond

Spartaguide

TODAY
Accounting Lab, sponsored by
Alpha Eta Sigma, TI121, 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Delta Sigma, meeting, J101. 8 p.m.
Flying 20, meeting, CH227, 7:30
p.m.
Gamma Delta, discussion and
Reformation Day service, First
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 374
Special Student Rate
S. Third St., 7 p.m.
3 MONTHS $15
Newman Club, initiation, St. PaKENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
trick’s Church, Ninth and Santa
CY 2 7501
96 E San Fernando
Clara Sts., 8 p.m.
SAE, meeting, Aero study room,
12:30 p.m.
Spartan Y, meeting, Spartan Y,
?Jour ryes can only Go ai yoof Cus your yireitei
3:30 p.m.
fooh for CHEAP to ryclim
. . . don
Tau Delta Phi, meeting, Tower,
7:30 p.m.
United Campus Christian Fellowship, class on Christian Theolotry, Student Christian Center, Fifth
and San Fernando Sts., 7:40 p.m.
CONSULT
Wesley Foundation, Dine-a -mite
luncheon, 205 E. Santa Clara St.,
12:30 p.m.
OPTOMETRIST
TOMORROW
cal service. Latest styled glasses and
California St udent Teachers
Complete eye entarn’h i contact lenses fitted C.- .a vescriptions filled and glasses repaired
Assn., executive board at 7 p.m.,
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
regular meeting at 7:30 p.m., panel
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
discussion on "The Gifted Child."
Moieties this ad ...when visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices
IWIRC, elections, CH235, 3:30
Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
p.m.
San
end
St
(Co
f
lot
S.
First
Also-199
SAN FERNANDO)
Roger Williams Fellowship, disCall CY 7-1880
Antonio.
cipline prayer cell, Grace Baptist
Church, 10th and San Fernando
Sts., 6:30 a.m.
Modal Affairs Committee, meeting, TI153. 3:30 p.m.
United Campus Christian Fellowship, Christian theology semiRooms for Rent
nar, Student Christian Center,
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
Fare. rms. male stzdents, come to Room Fifth and San Fernando Sts.,52:30
20c a line succeeding insertions
r informaion.
p.m.
2 line minimum.
A n, turn. rms. kit. V2 blk to college.
her, phone, cleaning service.
To Place an Ad:
52s.47 S 8th St.
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall.
Boys Houseroom, kit. prin. or board.
No Phone Orders
32 S. 13,h $t.
Premium Gas and Cil at Lowest
of Prices!
Save through our Membership!
Open 24 hrs.
13th & Julian

KBM

More than 200 Chi Omega alum.
nae and actives from all over the
state will attend the sorority’s
first statewide convention Thursoday through Sunday, Nov. 1 at
Santa Barbara Miramar.
cholesterol diets; low sodium reHighlights of the convention
stricted diets; diets high in poly- will he state day on Saturday,
unsaturated and fatty acids; and when Mrs. Colbert Glenn, of Ausreducing diets.
tin, Texas, the sorority’s national
Miss Nelson will speak during alumnae officer, will address the
one lecture period on work sim- group .
plification, with emphasis on enerOn Sunday, the members will
gy management. The Center is lo- be feted at a continental breakcated on N. Seventh St. behind the fast and tour of Chi Omega’s SanHorace Mann Elementary School. ta Barbara chapter house at U.C.

Patronize
Our Advertisers

TOMORROW
United States Prodoetn,
Jose, graduating senior,.
ants.

WE FIX

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE

while you
attend
class
9 am 5 pm

Cigarettes 20t
All Major Oils -385

minimum time -2 hrs.

20"Yo STATIONS

ZINKE’S

R eSphaoier
49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

4th & William -6th & KeyeS
411...101.11111111ik

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
S15.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.

PORTABLE

15

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS RENTED
$ 425 00
3 months
S25.00 Rental Applies to purchase price of any machine if
you decide to buy.
Phone
Pick -Up
Pick-up
and
and
CYpress
3-6383
Delivery
Delivery
r’ rvlce
Service

IT’S GORDONS
for
TENNIS SUPPLIES
RACKETS RESTRUNG AND REPAIRED
Trade in your old racket on a new one.
Good used tounament balls
3 for $1

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP

NOTE: Unless otherwise
lefts
views are held from 9.15 noted.
p.m. in the Placement a.m. to 4,11
Office.
234. Students are roqueud s
up in advance of intetwe.s. Ills
TODAY
Corsair, It 0 it 0
" a,graduatilll
seniors in aeronautical,
clectricw.
mechanical engineering and
phy,
sics.
Alameda County Probation
partment, graduating seniors lb,
hr
depot y probation off iris’
trainee
Ixtsitions.

Spares

Chi Omega To Hold
First Convention

STARTING CONTROVERSY, Archbishop of York, the
Most Rev. Arthur Michael Ramsey, says while visiting
in Chicago he would be willing to accept Roman Catholic
Pope as leader of Christianity so long as he did not claim
to be infallible. With England’s second ranking prelate
is Mrs. Ramsey. Archbishop is on lecture tour.

Dr. Clara R. Darby, pi
,wir
of home economics, and Miss
Vaunden I. Nelson, instructor in
home economics, will begin their
second six-week lecture series at
the Adult Education Center Monday for people with cardiac conditions.
Dr. Darby will speak during four
of the six meetings. Those who
plan to attend her lectures on diets
for cardiac patients must obtain
permission from their physicians
before doing so.
erShe will speak on low fat, low

Geoi ge S mach, senior engineering student, was elected chairman
of the Society of Mechanical Engineers at a regular meeting last
Tuesday. Curach has been acting
chairman.
Other officers elected were: Tom
John
Farrell, vice chairman;
Rinde, secretary; Joe Dykhuizen,
treasurer.
Francis Huang and C. I. lienwood Jr., assistant professors of
engineering, are co-advisers.
At the next meeting, scheduled
for November, the club will form
committees and decide on the
amount of the dues.

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Years
Some Location 59
FREE PARKING NEXT DOOR
24 South Second St.

San Fernando Between 3rd and 4th CY 3-0503

Never
too strong.

\ever
too weak.

DR. HAROLD HASKELL

Always
just right!

CLASSIFIEDS

Help WontedMaio
Senior art student to mil, tie and operate a picture frame and art material
supply store. Position to be open in Jan.
uary, 1960 interviews being accepted
rv.w. Phone CH 3-0563 after 7 p.m.
Wanted immediately-2 ouiside reps for
photo studio located at Valley’ Fair shopping center. Consists of light delivery to
customers. Hours 9.2 or 2-7. Must have
car and be dependable. Salary according to ability. For appointment, call Mr.
Denton. RE 9.6933 between 9 a.m. and
8 p.m.
Help WootodPsolo
12 reliable young women wanted for
work in telephone circulation, 4 hrs. day
or eve. We traingood earningssteady
Miss Monahan or Mr. Carter, CY7-1020.

s
att adt SoGRO

Store Rentals
’1S1pEhl:PFLLEVEERcolYNA612TRIECGIJALATRE

Girl to share apt. wih same. $37.50.
525 5 11th, CY 7.8794
Girl to shore 1 bdrm. apt. with same.
Pool. CY 7-7518 after 8 p.m.
Girl to share nice Apt. Close to campus.
CY 5 0940 after 8 p.m.
Aides for SAW
1966 Chew. comote. 283
quads, automatic fr,,. err.. cond. 1.
and winds. EL 4-9637.
Lien’’52 MG-TD, very clean. Call Tom Lion.
vale, CY 5.9584.
Natlsos
Chicken soled sandwich, with potato salad and one milkshake 855. Mention AD
when ordering. Mers Drive Inn, 945 E.
Santa Clara St.
Typing sittee-25: per page. 479 S. 7n13
Sr. CY 2-5297.

Sell on gimpy’, unusual personalized
bracelet and cuff link. Ezcelant for Xmas.
Lost fad hood
Prom, birthday gifts. High commission.
No investment. Send for free brochure. Lost: Long white leather csal. Reward.
Terrimar, 707 Corral Road, Franklin Phone CY 3 9891.
Square. New York.
Class Ring lestBlue stone, class of 59
Initials--D.8.& 1959 & K.C. Reward. FR
Aportmots far loot
8 3030.
Apt. (urn. 575 So. 11th, San Jose. Call Lost camel coat sweeter. Roos label. Call
CY 5.4390 5 to 7 p.m.
Judy R CY 5.9534
Fern. 2-bedroom apt., water and garbtillsaolloassas for Solo
age pd. 453 S 9th or CY 4.1410.
du bed. New, real buy, $100.
Queen
Tramper/atlas wanted
PCA TV table model with stand
8.6104 after 4.
i
’.
FR
,
,
;.,
:
.
,
Rose
Wantedride to Santa
after 4 p.m. Oct. 30. Coil Joan, Cr 3 1CONN Eerie sae in good condition $75
I
Is
it,
CY 3.1450, Fri. 5 to 7, Ron,
9850.

IIE

,

You

A start on your financial planning
may be just the tonic you need
right now; it’s never too early to
begin.
Life Insurance is the only invest.
ment which gives you a combi.
nation of protection and Savings;
it’s the ideal way to start a
Complete financial program.
Your campus representative will
be glad to discuss with you a
variety of plans which may be
tailored to your individual present
and future needs. See him now.
when you can profit by lower
premiums!
LARRY BAKER
BILL STURGEON
DAVE MORKETTER
210 North Fourth Street
CY 7-5705

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life insurance Company
of Philadelphia

can light either e

Get satisfying flavor..so friendly to your taste!
See how Pall Mall’s famous length of fine, rich tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke
makes it mildbut does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!

twat&
HERE’S WHY SMOKE ’TRAVELED’ THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...
Mild!

and they are

1

You get Pall Mall’s
famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.
OAT

CO

Product of

2

Pall Mall’s famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
natia2A...

Afountemss ifieseaconmerair

3

Travels it over, under,
around and through
Pall Mall’s fine tobaccos
.and makes it mild!
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State Ready for Scalp Battle With Indians Tomorrow
By GREGORY H. BROWN
Sports Editor
-power aggregation from
pass
confident
A
meets a vastly improved Stanford
State
jo:e
sarI
2 in what critics are dubeleen tomorrow at
of the season."
bing -the pa:ssing show
Bob Titchenal of
however,
coaches,
Both
and Jack Curtice of the Tribe, have indiSan Jose State
hope to run the bull with equal prorated that they
ficiency. At this juncture it looks like the Spartans will

be last in every statistical column there is just so long
as we can win ball games," Coach Titchenal said earlier
this week.
MAY SEE RUNNING
The teams’ running attack could take the play away
from the aerial game. The Stanford defense has allowed
248 yards per game on the ground to the Spartans’ 154.
The locals have been able to move the ball on the ground
against the likes of Oregon University, Washington State
and Arizona State and Titchenal feels confident that his
charges can do the same against the Indians. Titch admits
the Spartans have the strongest passing attack in some
years but also said he’d like to see his team run the ball
more to balance out the offensive thrust. "Actually, if
I were to rub a magic lamp I’d rather be head-strong
on the ground than I would in the air. We could then
throw our passes off our running plays."
As far as a balanced attack goes, the Spartans come
the closest to this perfect combination. The Spartans
have hiked their passing total past the 1000 mark and
their cunning game is not far behind. On the other side
of the ledger, the Stanford offense is predominately

chance to move the pigskin on the ground
have the better
awn will their opponents.
Coach Titchenal doesn’t rule out the possibility of
the tough State line, but he
Stanford running through
come through like they did against Artoad if his boys
;oria site last week the Indians will have to fall back
Indians are fourth in the nation in th’i.
on the pass. The
with 190.2. The Spartans are ranked
as department
,ecand nationally, right on the heels of Army, with a
199/ aveiage. Both coaches agree that these Martel
,nean nothing as far as wins and losses go. "id nutter

passing and fans can look fur a balanced SJS attacK
against the Stanford aerial war.
KEY INDIANS OUT
’injuries to key Stanford men is this game could be
a deciding factor even though the Indians have been
picked to win by as many as 21 points. Injuries have hit
the Tribe backfield hard in the past week. Rick McMillen,
the fine fullback who led all rushers on his squad last
week against USC, is listed as a doubtful participant.
Dick Bowers, the Stanford flanker-back man is on the
shelf with a pulled leg muscle and will be replaced by
John Bond. Other lineup changes will have Gil Dowd
starting at right half ahead of Mac Wylie. Perhaps the
key injury to the Tribesmen is that of Phil Burkland,
their left tackle. Coach Curtice lauded Burkland for
his staunch interior line work against USC last week.
"He was the best lineman on the field last week," Curtice said. Burkland’s left tackle spot will be filled by
Jack Gordon.
The Spartans had several men on the "hobbling list"
earlier this week but Titchenal expects everyone to be
ready for the game with the exception of Mike Jones, out
for the rest of the season with a broken hand.

beat
Tribe rivalry goes back to 1900 when the Palo Altana
tacked a 35-0 loss on the hapless Spartan. This has
been much the story through the years as the Golden
Raiders have tried to approach the "big time" football
level with little success. Their moment of glory came in
1954 when they upset a highly favored Stanford eleven.
19-14. No less than seven times the Indians have held
the Spartans scoreless but tomorrow the chore looks a
little tough. Stanford’s biggest thumping of SJS came in
w’ -^n they rode roughshod over the punchiess Spartans, 48-0.
Stanford’s offense is keyed around two men, Dick
Norman, the nation’s offense leader, and Chris Burford.
their All-American candidate at end. Burford is the leading pass receiver in the nation with teammate Ben Robinson ranked in the top ten also at the right end position.
San Jose State has Oneal Cuterry in the top ten receivers column.
(Continued on Page 5)

Five Finalists
Announced

treet

1E

PUS HAS LONE WIN

San Jose State grid warriors will attempt to
Stanford for the second time in 15 tries. The SJS-

The

The five finalists for Each contestant modeled a campus outfit
formal wear. The
liomecoming queen were an- judges also and
based the decision on
nounced last night at a fash- interviews with the candidates.
’
show judging in Morris Entertainment for the fashion
show featured the Buccaneers, a
Auditorium.
Dailey
NO. 28 The names
of the finalists are folk singing group, and Brooke

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
VOL. 47

..11:01 It
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Marcia Day, Kathy Eggiman, Tri- Shebley, singing and playing the
cia Enfield, Sue Evers and Linda piano
Janney.
The Queen, when she is nam,
tomorrow will begin her offic
reign over Homecoming Week ac tivities.
The fashion show judges who
selected the finalists were three!
stewardess personnel representatives from airline companies.
*
*
*

First Issue
Of Lyke Due

Clara

W e d nesday
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Halloween
Set Meeting Dance Set

SJS Profs

o

ENFIELD

Conference
To Feature
Award Film

Members of Spartan Chi, SJS
Chinese Club, will sponsor a Halloween party and dance tomorrow
night at the Student Union from
campus and conummity
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
peace education conference
The party will be open to the
will begin at 10:30 a.m. Satpublic, according to Steven Lee.
urday at the Studio Theater,
publicity chairman.
There will be an admission Speech and Drama Building.
charge of 50 cents for stags and
The program will feature
75 cents for couples. Refreshments
animated movi e, "A
the
will be served during the evening.
The club’s adviser is Francis Short Vision," which won a film
Fu-Tse Huang, assistant professor award and has been shown on the
Edward R. Murrow TV show.
of engineering.
The conference will attempt to
show people how they can do
something positive to lessen world
tensions on an individual basis,
to Clark Akatiff, chairHOED will take to the "air" according
the YM-YWCA Social Actoday when motion pictures of man of
tion Committee.
the campus will be taken by
The Spartan Y, Wesley Foundabelk,opter for use on the coltion and Roger Williams Fellowlege telmislon station.
are sponsors of the conferThe MIMI.% will he taken by ship
Donations of 75 cents for
Gerald French. KOED publicity ence.
students and $1 for adults are redirector, and Harlan P. Belisle,
quested for lunch and conference
Speech and Drama Department
expenses.
stiff member.
Speakers at the meeting will be
The films will he ready next
Norman Goerlich of the Ameribe
may
and
said,
French
week.
.1 hold its next regular
can Friends Service Committee:
-tai,; on Nov. 16 at used by all campus organiza- Allen Carrico, former co-ordinator
TV.
WWI)
only
not
the Cafeteria faculty tions,
the San Jose State Campus
Itrace program; and Barbara Ulmer, president of the Women’s
International League for Peace
and Freedom.

. lilt ions for the problem of Im:hcr academic salaries
...]
d. tssed at a meeting of
inoIi Association of Unir%
SJS Chapter,
111If 11
11 aIlh the Ruml Plan,
12
p.m. in the Cafe’ rid B.
. lime come to our
I.. 1 ..,:itures of the Ruml
P.,n
rit1 by the Fund for
,.4.:r1.411
of Education,
.y he .:.;ested in connection
..19
of faculty members
codo.res," Commented Dr.
sry
Merkel, local president
AM].
continued. "It is
.1 ail faculty members
0..:d ;
the plan very care’
discussion panel will
;
I.,.ink Willey, coordi, osion services; Dr.
. assistant professor
1,r Roland Lee, asso1,, .1.
of English; and Dr.
.1. head of the bindepartment. All
tIi,’ faculty and ad- ’
.taff are invited to

5

TRICIA

Aerial Films

SUE EVERS

A Ball

LINDA JANNEY

New Haze Ban,
Rich Hill Hints

The SJS Student Council
may adopt new’ rules to aid
compliance with the state’s
new anti -hazing law, Rich
Hill. ASH president, indicated yesterday.
Hill and four other representatives from State attended

that the anti -hating law is aimed
at all student organizations, not
. just social fraternities and sororities.
In addition, an amendment to
the statute adds that "any act
that injures, degrades, or disgraces" a student is also punish anent.
lehy a fine and/or imprison-

meeting to discuss the law, called
by Attorney General Stanley Mosk
in San Francisco.
Said Mosk: "If this evil is not
cured, fraternities and sororities
may disappear from school lilt’
Hazing must be abolished and any
violators, individuals or organizations, will be prosecuted."
The 150 attending the meeting
learned from Sen. Edward J. Regan, author of the new statute,

State’s President John T.
Wahiquist, the only college
president them, said that the
meeting brought better understanding of the problem, clarified
the issue of prevention of hazing, and gave the public a better understanding of the problem.
President Wahlquist said that
(Continued on Page 3)

FIRST STELIWORKERS GO BACK TO WORK
FONTANA. Calif. I UPI) The first steel since the beginning of
.^"101 -the. walkout was to be poured here yesterday as another 24Cf!
to their jobs at Kaiser Steel Corp.
Yesterday’s returning workmen raised the total men back on the
al Kaiser to ;1300, with an additional three thousand employee,
be recalled as the plant’s hearths are readied for operation.
In tv.Ishington, the chief counsel of the Steelworkers Union said
will appeal formally to the Supreme Comt today or toan attempt to overturn a Taft -Hartley Injunction that
he 107-day -old steel strike.
I.
t:eneral Counsel Arthur J. Goldberg said he would not wait
31’,11day deadline set by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals at
Pa. (NitryiNg the case to the high court.
NIMIT MEET morosim FOR DECEMBER
sent letcs ’rill French Pres. Charles De Gaulle has
I-lI
.
ii proposing Dec. 19 as the date for it Western summit
,1111L; In
Paris, informed sources reported yesterday. The word from
shortly after British Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd had
Pdrharnent here that a Western summit meeting Probably would
Iola, mid -December.
said they understood De Gaulle sent the letters
l’resident Eisenhower, British Prime Minister Harold
t.
;i"Ixi West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer.

Music will be provided by Herb
Miller and his orchestra. Miller is
the brother of the late swing
great, Glenn Miller. Herb has per.
petuated the stylings his brother
introduced in the late 1930’s, and
’ will present dance music in the
"Miller Tradition tonight.
Miller presently lives in Parifle Grove with his family. He
has several swing albums out
under the Millertone record
label.
Doni Holden and Jan Corda
have been in charge of decoratine
Exposition Hall, Nelson said. It
will be in keeping with the western Homecoming theme, as determined by the Homecoming Corn-

Jewish History
To Be Reviewed

CORONATION BALL ORCHESTRAHerb

Miler’s orchestra
will provide the music for tonight’s Coronation Ball to be held at
the Exposit:on Hall of the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds st rt.
ing at 9. Miller, brother of the late Glenn Miller, lives in Pacific
Grove and is a Millertone record artist.

’

AjtittS.

II m.:terial for the magazine
One of five gut selected :as gone to the printers. At 7:15
at the fashion show last night Wednesday mo nina. 3500 c.-pies
in Morris Dailey Auditorium will go on -;ale at 25 cents each.
will be crowned Homecom- Theme of the 56 -page magazine
ing Queen at the annuaLCor- is "Revolution" Seve ’al stories
and articles will reflect this idea.
nation Ball tonight.
Editor Mike Johnson said.
"We’re aiming for higher
The ball will he held in
Exposition Hall, Santa Clara quality this year than ever beCounty Fairgrounds, between 9 fore," Johnson said. "We’ve attempted to put out a much more
p.m. and 1 a.m.
Prit1111g
magazine than In the
Some bids are still left for the past."
ball, Bill Nelson, Social Affairs
Johnson would not reveal the
Committee chairman, announced name of the author-interviewee,
yesterday,
but hinted one of his books is
The remainder of the bids will now being made as a motion piche distributed today in the Out- ture.
he color cover for Lyke has
erT
Quad between 9:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. and in the Student Seen desi-ned by Bruce Reeves,
Affairs Business Office, Th16, an English major.
throughout the day.

1
Attire for this western dance will’
be formal, Nelson pointed out. ’
though dark suits will he petmissible. The western theme is in
respect to the Wyoming Masc,,
the "Cowpoke," he explained.
The Wyoming "Cowpokes" :II
the SJS Spartans clash next S
urday in the annual Homecofei,
football game at Spartan 5,
dium.

Hypnosis Subject
Of YMCA Talk
ii’. (iota Cerounara, psychologist, author, and lecturer from
Hollywood, California, will lecture
on "Hypnosis: From Sorcery to
Science" in Scholfield Hall at the
YWCA on Tuesday. Nov. 3, at
8 p.m.
Dr. Cerminara, who received her
doctorate in psychology at Wiseonsin University, has become nationally noted for her professional
study of psychic phenomena.
The talk by Dr. Cerminara is
based on her research work iv, tt,,,
records that were left by Edgar
Cayce and should be of special
interest to students in psychology and philosophy, or any who
heard Hugh Lynn Cayce speak
here last year.

Tonight

mittee.

world wire

One of %.tnerica’s foremost
authors, ill be re
ri
’ i
in
I I

Aero Dance Tonight
The Aero Department’s hangan dance will he held tonight at
8 at Rcid’s Hiliview Airport, on
Tully road east of the Bayshore
highwto.
Attending the dance will be
members of the Aero Department. Institute of Aeronautical
Science. Alpha Eta Rho, Flying
20 and Apr,. Department alumni.
Planes will he nowed out of
hangar 23 at the airport and
%pro students will clean and
decorate the structure. Chair man of the dance is Don Samp"

No ’Flick’ Scheduled
The Friday Flicks. usually
shown in Morris Dailey AuditoHuai, will not he shown tonight.
A film will be presented next
week

SPARTANS
111
I

Dr. Howard Sachar, director of
the Stanford Institute for Jewish
Studies, will speak on the "His- im
tory of the Jewish People" at the
Spartan Y Monday at 7:45 p.m.
I
The speaker is being sponsored
by B’nai B’rith HMO Foundation,
campus Jewish organization.
A short business meeting is
scheduled before Dr. Sachar
speaks, according to Al Newm.o,
club presidZoit.
The event is free to the public ,

Egad! There ere only
hours left for you to
come to R/A for your
$44 suit! Soon the
suits will be returned
to their vaults at
Fort Knox, there to
131 unravelled strand
by delicate strand
to he’p pay the
ilavoirl Debt. Hurry
rlr,vn and choose Ivy
mode’s and others.

ROOS

